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Meter Change as a Relic of Performance in the
Middle English Romance Sir Beues
Linda Marie Zaerr
Boise State University

espite the paucity of direct evidence of performance, some form of
public representation of the Middle English popular verse
romances remains a possibility, and that possibility has been reached
by extrapolation from a number of directions. The convergence of evidence,
though indirect, has become convincing, and a new approach strengthens
that likelihood even further. In an attempt to understand if and how the
romances were performed, scholars have considered internal references to
performance,1 historical documents of performance and audience,2 physical
Page Proofs Only - Proof and Return Today
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1Ruth Crosby in the 1930s and Albert C. Baugh in the 1950s and 1960s developed an
elaborate theory of performance based on literal readings of these “minstrel tags.” Ruth
Crosby, “Oral Delivery in the Middle Ages,” Speculum 11 (1936): 88–110, and Albert C.
Baugh, “The Middle English Romance: Some Questions of Creation, Presentation, and
Preservation,” Speculum 42 (1967): 1–31. Much of the skepticism about romance performance expressed in the 1980s and 1990s has been in reaction to this approach. Janet Coleman was influential in discounting romanticized models of minstrel performance, suggesting
the substitution in the late fourteenth century of literate poet for performing minstrel. Janet
Coleman, English Literature in History 1350–1400: Medieval Readers and Writers (London:
Hutchinson, 1981). P. R. Coss suggested that the minstrel tags were strictly “a literary convention designed to create an atmosphere of lively recitation.” P. R. Coss, “Aspects of Cultural Diffusion in Medieval England: The Early Romances, Local Society and Robin Hood,”
Past and Present 108 (1985): 35. Along similar lines, in 1987 both W.R.J. Barron and Carol
Fewster argued strongly against a performance model. W. R. J. Barron, English Medieval
Romances (London: Longman, 1987); Carol Fewster, Traditionality and Genre in Middle
English Romance (Cambridge: Brewer, 1987). In the 1990s the internal references to performance are again thought to provide valuable information, but they are now considered
largely in the light of literary theory and conjunctions of orality and textuality. In addition,
questions of generic integrity developing from questions raised by Garbáty and others have
complicated the issue. Thomas J. Garbáty, “Rhyme, Romance, Ballad, Burlesque, and the
Confluence of Form,” in Fifteenth-Century Studies: Recent Essays, ed. Robert F. Yeager
(Hamden, Conn.: Archon, 1984), 283–301.
2Probably the most useful historical evidence has come from the fields of musicology
and theater history. For example, John Southworth has documented numerous instances of
payment for narrative performances in late medieval England, John Stevens has discussed
performance of the English romances in terms of the French tradition, and Mary Remnant
has combined historical documents with extensive iconographic evidence on the use of
bowed instruments. John Southworth, The English Medieval Minstrel (Woodbridge, Suffolk:
Boydell, 1989); John Stevens,Words and Music in the Middle Ages: Song, Narrative, Dance
and Drama, 1050–1350 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); Mary Remnant,
XXX
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evidence from the manuscripts,3cognitive theory,4 theory of orality and
“mouvance,”5 and evidence from textual variants.6
This last approach has focused on variants in structure and phrasing,
but so far scholars have not considered metrical variants in discussion of
performance practice. Since meter is integrally tied to both sound and
structure, it can provide a useful threshing floor for distinguishing among
3

English Bowed Instruments from Anglo-Saxon to Tudor Times (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1986).
3Karl Brunner, looking at quality, content, and provenance of manuscripts containing
romances, suggested an upper-class rural interest in alliterative poetry. Karl Brunner, “Middle English Metrical Romances and Their Audience,” in Studies in Medieval Literature in
Honor of Professor Albert Croll Baugh, ed. MacEdward Leach (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1961). Refining this approach, Derek Pearsall systematized and exemplified a method of exploring literary implications derived from manuscripts. Derek Pearsall,
Manuscripts and Readers in Fifteenth-Century England: The Literary Implications of Manuscript Study (Cambridge: Brewer, 1983) and “Texts, Textual Criticism, and Fifteenth Century Manuscript Production,” in Fifteenth-Century Studies: Recent Essays, ed. Robert F.
Yeager (Hamden, Conn.: Archon, 1984), 121–36. He further emphasized the fifteenth-century taste for didactic verse, suggesting the irrelevance of modern generic categories dividing
sacred and secular (Derek Pearsall, “Middle English Romance and Its Audience,” in Historical and Editorial Studies in Medieval and Early Modern English for Johan Gerritsen, ed.
Mary-Jo Arn and Hanneke Wirtjes [Groningen: Wolters-Noordhoff, 1985], 37–47), a view
corroborated in different terms, but equally based in manuscript studies, by John Thompson,
“Popular Reading Tastes in Middle English Religious and Didactic Literature,” in From
Medieval to Medievalism, ed. John Simons (New York: St. Martin’s, 1992), 82–100. Maria
Dobozy’s study of “minstrel books” in the German tradition approaches manuscript study
from a more interdisciplinary perspective, one that has become increasingly popular. Maria
Dobozy,“Minstrel Books: The Legacy of Thomas Wright in German Research,” Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 87 (1986): 523–36.
4Studies of memory, such as Mary Carruthers, The Book of Memory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), have been helpful in providing theoretical background for
treatments of memory in texts. Michael Riffaterre discusses “aspects of orality that inhere in
any literary text” in terms of theory of memory. Michael Riffaterre, “The Mind’s Eye:
Memory and Textuality,” in The New Medievalism, ed. Marina S. Brownlee, Kevin Brownlee,
and Stephen G. Nichols (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991), 29–45.
5In the last decade, literary theory surrounding medieval romance has become very
complex, but the most significant branch in terms of performance study has been connected
with oral tradition. William A. Quinn and Audley S. Hall presented a detailed study of oral
improvisation in early Middle English romance. William A. Quinn and Audley S. Hall, Jongleur: A Modified Theory of Oral Improvisation and Its Effects on the Performance and Transmission of Middle English Romance (Washington, D.C.: University Press of America, 1982).
While this stems back to the work of Milman Parry (The Making of Homeric Verse, ed. Adam
Parry [London: Oxford University Press, 1971]) and Albert B. Lord (The Singer of Tales
[Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1960]), study of orality has since developed beyond
the original oral-formulaic theory. Paul Zumthor gave impetus to a recognition of text as a
written manifestation of a speech act (“Intertextualité et mouvance,” Littérature 41 [1981]:
8–16), and he subsequently established the vital significance of physical presence (“Les traditions poétiques,” in Jeux de mémoire: Aspects de la mnémotechnie médiévale, ed. Bruno Roy
and Paul Zumthor [Montréal: Les Presses de l’Université de Montréal, 1985], 11–21) and,
more recently, of gesture (“Body and Performance,” in Materialities of Communication, ed.
Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht and K. Ludwig Pfeiffer, trans. William Whobrey [Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994], 217–26). Ward Parks codified the criticism to that point (“The
Oral-Formulaic Theory in Middle English Studies,” Oral Tradition 1 [1986]: 636–94). In
XXX
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performative and textual dimensions. Sir Beues of Hamtoun is particularly
suited to this study, since it contains a curious metrical anomaly, and since
it survives in seven fourteenth- and fifteenth-century manuscripts which
vary in their treatment of that anomaly.
Although Joyce Coleman’s recent book Public Reading and the Reading Public in Late Medieval England and France does not address the popular romances, her call for an “ethnographic” approach, “following the
texts as they draw their own map for us,” is answered by this treatment of
a specific instance of the “complex interlinking and differentiation of
modalities.”7 Evelyn Birge Vitz similarly notes the complexity of the performance possibilities among the earlier French romances: “the range goes
from fairly sedate prelection, modestly enlivened with intonation and gestures, all the way to virtually theatrical performance.”8 Analysis of a specific dimension of transformation (meter) within the tradition of a specific
romance provides an ethnography of the sort Coleman mandates.
The metrical variation in Sir Beues manuscripts documents some of
the many stages and complexities in a shift from an aural to textual representation of the narrative. Overwhelmingly, the evidence delineates a shift
from values defined by performance to values defined by the text apart
from any public performance. Understanding of the process of metrical
transformation in this romance can enhance appreciation and awareness of
both performative and textual elements in Sir Beues and may provide a key
to understanding anomalous aspects of some contemporary works.
Sir Beues has not attracted much attention as a work in its own right.
In an article on Middle English romances in general, Derek Pearsall sug6

the 1990s two important books have emerged on the subject: A.N. Doane and Carol Braun
Pasternack, Vox intexta: Orality and Textuality in the Middle Ages (Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1991), and W. F. H. Nicolaisen, ed., Oral Tradition in the Middle Ages
(Binghamton, N.Y.: Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies, 1995). Of related importance are Joseph Harris, ed., The Ballad and Oral Literature (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1991), which contains an important discussion of romance by Karl Reichl, and Bruce
A. Rosenberg, Folklore and Literature: Rival Siblings (Knoxville: University of Tennessee
Press, 1991), which formalizes an important interdisciplinary connection. Andrew Taylor has
challenged structural assumptions, using oral theory to present a theory of simultaneous oral
and textual representation. Andrew Taylor, “The Myth of the Minstrel Manuscript,” Speculum 66 (1991): 43–73 and “Fragmentation, Corruption, and Minstrel Narration: The Question of the Middle English Romances,” The Yearbook of English Studies 22 (1992): 38–62.
6S.T. Knight used manuscript variants to suggest oral transmission of Sir Launfal, but
his evidence was not developed in depth. S.T. Knight, “The Oral Transmission of Sir Launfal,” Medium Aevum 38 (1969): 164–70. Most significant in this area has been Murray
McGillivray, Memorization in the Transmission of the Middle English Romances (New York:
Garland, 1990).
7Joyce Coleman, Public Reading and the Reading Public in Late Medieval England and
France (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 2, 222.
8Evelyn Birge Vitz, Orality and Performance in Early French Romance (Cambridge:
Brewer, 1999), 226.
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gests that Sir Beues shows “a range of textual variation within the individual romance which is difficult to attribute to the normal processes of
scribal transmission.”9 So far no one has explored that textual variation
more specifically. Herbert Schendle usefully discusses the word “randon”
in the poem, but that is a treatment of a specific crux rather than analysis
of the work itself, and it has more to do with how the Middle English Sir
Beues relates to a larger tradition. Similarly, Linda Brownrigg discusses
implications of the “visual quotations” of Josian with the two lions in the
fourteenth-century Taymouth Hours, an article which is more about how
Sir Beues is represented in another work than a study of the work itself.
Analyses of texts of the Bevis story in other languages, such as François
Suard’s treatment of expressions of amorous sentiment in the French version, are adequately represented, but these make only glancing reference
to the English version. In fact, the Middle English Sir Beues has been
largely treated in the light of its position with respect to other works.
Stephen Hunt mentions a mistranslation in the Middle English poem in
connection with the Bevers Saga, Maldwyn Mills considers the structure of
the poem in connection with Guy of Warwick, and Jennifer Fellows
touches on the poem in connection with the St. George legend.10
The romance of Sir Beues of Hamtoun is 4620 lines long in the
Auchinleck Manuscript, dated 1330–40, one of the earliest extant collections containing Middle English romances.11 The narrative covers the
hero’s life from his birth and dysfunctional childhood, in which his mother
kills his father and sells Beves into slavery at age seven, through many
adventures involving giants, dragons, lions, and strong knights, until his
death and burial together with his wife Josian and his horse Arundel.
Much of the tale is set in Armenia, Damascus, and the East, and it involves
some complex interactions between Christians and Muslims. Eugen
Kölbing’s edition is fairly reliable, but it can be difficult to reconstruct
variants from his notes. The only reliable way to discuss the prosody of the
work is through direct reference to the manuscripts.12
There is a sufficient number of manuscripts of this text, and they are sufficiently varied, to provide an intriguing range and complexity of actualiza9Pearsall, “Middle English Romance and Its Audience,” 41.
10Herbert Schendl, “ME Randon in Sir Bevis of Hampton,” Anglia

102 (1984): 101–7;
Linda Brownrigg, “The Taymouth Hours and the Romance of Beves of Hampton,” English
Manuscript Studies 1 (1989): 222–41; Jennifer Fellows, “St. George as Romance Hero,”
Reading Medieval Studies 19 (1993): 27–54; Stephen Hunt, “Further Translation Errors in
Bevers Saga,” Notes and Queries 32 (1985): 455–56; Maldwyn Mills, “Structure and Meaning in Guy of Warwick,” in From Medieval to Medievalism, ed. John Simons (New York: St.
Martin’s, 1992), 54–68.
11National Library of Scotland MS Adv. 19.2.1, fols. 176r–201r.
12Eugen Kölbing, ed., The Romance of Sir Beues of Hamtoun (Millwood, N.Y.: Kraus
Reprint Company, 1978). Unless otherwise indicated, quotations from the texts are from
direct consultation of the manuscripts.
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tion of the text. Most significantly, though, this group of manuscripts
presents a well-documented and full instance of a prosodic anomaly that is
not uncommon during this era, an anomaly that can shed light on the specific mechanism of how performative elements continued to operate in texts.
One of the difficulties in discussing Middle English prosody has been
to sift through the complex relationship between verse and music. The terminology connected with prosody has historically been linked with music,
and both prosody and music concern patterns of relative prominence of
sound events in a time continuum. O.B. Hardison Jr. suggests that the
French number-dependent verse “probably derives its reliance on ‘number’ from the fact that its verses were written to pre-existing melodies
according to a formula that required one syllable for each musical note and
that divided verses into measures ending with accented syllables and, eventually, rhyme.”13 It is easy to see how this approach may have transferred
to English, in which, since it is more heavily stressed, ictus would be more
important.
But not all music was syllabic; some was melismatic, assigning several
notes to certain syllables, thus extending those syllables’ duration in time.
Furthermore, some syllabic music (usually unmetered) maintained a set
pitch to a certain point in the line, no matter how many syllables might be
contained in that section, thus allowing considerable variation in the
number of syllables per line. Both musical models suggest more flexibility
in the expression of ictus. These widespread musical phenomena may help
explain some of what we perceive as deviations from patterns in the
Middle English romances, and, in fact, considerable diversity of metrical
approach is evident in late medieval poetry and music.14
Hardison points out the converging influence of accentual-alliterative,
accentual foot meter and syllabic verse in the late Middle Ages. He suggests that our concepts of meter distort the original perspective:
Since English is a stressed language, poets who wrote in regular
patterns of light and heavy stresses were merely doing what came
naturally. On the other hand, if they had been asked to explain
their prosody, they would have spoken of syllable count and line
types rather than metrical feet, and their terminology would have
echoed that of the French poets who influenced them. Neither
13O.B. Hardison Jr., Prosody and Purpose in the English Renaissance (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1989), 53.
14Steven Guthrie (“Meter and Performance in Machaut and Chaucer,” in The Union of
Words and Music in Medieval Poetry, ed. Rebecca A. Baltzer, Thomas Cable, and James I.
Wimsatt [Austin: University of Texas Press, 1991], 72–100) suggests: “With respect to
French verse, both octosyllabe and decasyllabe evolve from strict primitive forms with fixed
caesura and strong binary stress toward more complex forms with greater rhythmic variety
and greater abstraction of the caesural boundary. The lyric line is the more experimental, and
its evolution influences that of the narrative line.” (95)
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accentual nor syllabic terminology quite works. Medieval English
verse is more inclined to regular stress patterns than medieval
French verse, but it is not as easily segmented into regular units as
the norm posited by accentual foot meter.15

A consideration of how ictus is expressed is crucial to an understanding of prosody and of how these various influences might work together in
the tail-rhyme stanzas and couplets of Middle English romances. Seymour
Chatman observes that we can readily determine which syllables are or
might be prominent, but it is difficult to explain how we know. He suggests that we hear ictus in terms of what we would do to create it, and he
indicates that in this matter both length and pitch seem to take priority
over intensity. One of the consequences of his theory is a divergence
between scansion and meter in which scansion is connected with performance and meter with text. Regarding scansion he states:
it seems clear that scansions can only derive from recitations—
whether actually vocalized or “silent,” that is, the scanner cannot
but proceed by actually reading the words and coming to some
decision about their metrical status.16
He thus argues that scansion is just one version of meter:
The meter of a poem is not some fixed and unequivocal characteristic, but rather a structure or matrix of possibilities which may
emerge in different ways as different vocal renditions. Obviously,
these will not be of equal merit; but value judgments should not
obscure the range of linguistic possibility even before inquiry
begins. It is a mistake in method to confuse the metrical abstraction (in the sense of “derivation of common features”) with any
of its / actualizations.17
An intriguing corollary of this theory is the association of text-based meter
with regularity in pattern and the association of performative actualizations with variation and flexibility. This distinction takes on vital importance in consideration of metrical variants.
Reuven Tsur pursues a similar approach in different terms when he
suggests that the “rhythmic performance” of a poem involves both the
rhythm dictated by meter and also natural prose rhythm. When they conflict, he argues, and become mutually exclusive, the performer nevertheless finds a way to indicate both rhythms simultaneously, possibly by
15 Hardison, Prosody and Purpose, 8.
16Seymour Chatman, A Theory of Meter

1965), 102.
17Chatman, A Theory of Meter, 104.

(London, The Hague, and Paris: Mouton,
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different means. He argues that “a discriminating understanding of the
tensions, the counterpoint between prose rhythm and metre, is largely
dependent on a better understanding of the nature of the superinduced
patterns of performance.”18 Like Chatman, he connects regularity with
text and multiple dimensions with performance.
The early redactions of Sir Beues reflect a metrical flexibility indicating
a performance context, while the later and more regular redactions reflect
a shift to a text-based perception of the poem. The complexity of the metrical situation is evident in the description of Eugen Kölbing, the editor of
the standard edition, which actually applies only to the early redactions:
The romance of Sir Beues is composed in two entirely different
metres. The first 474 lines are written in the tail-rhymed six-line
stanza. Only ll. 91–102 and ll. 3397–408 may be considered as
twelve-line stanzas. The arrangement of the rhyme is such that
the formula for the stanzas beginning at ll. 61, 73, 301, is aab
aab, that of the rest aab ccb…. The a and c lines have four accents;
the b lines only two. The rest of the poem is composed in couplets, consisting of lines of four accented syllables. Now and then
the lines have only three accents, and that no doubt intentionally,
especially in Beues’s address to King Brademond, ll. 1375–83, to
add to the words a kind of solemnity. Now and then four successive lines are bound by the same rhyming syllable.19
While widely recognized as an important Middle English verse form,
the tail-rhyme stanza has eluded precise definition. In 1907 Caroline
Strong discussed the history of the tail-rhyme stanza in connection with its
Latin and French precursors. In 1910 Jakob Schipper described several
poetic forms with caudae.20 But it was A. McI. Trounce in 1932–33 who
codified the English tail-rhyme romances. He describes them at the outset
of his discussion:
By tail-rhyme romances are meant romances composed in stanzas
of twelve lines divided into four groups of three, each group containing, as a rule, a couplet with four accents to the line, and a
concluding line, a “tail,” with three accents. The four couplets, in
most of the poems, have different rhymes, while the tail-lines
rhyming with one another organize the stanza into a whole.21
18Reuven Tsur, A Perception-Oriented Theory of Metre (Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv University,
1977), 21.
19Kölbing,The Romance of Sir Beues, x–xi.
20Jakob Schipper, A History of English Versification (1910; repr., New York: AMS Press,
1971).
21 A. McI. Trounce, “The English Tail-Rhyme Romances,” Medium Aevum 1 (1932):
86–108, 168–82; 2 (1933): 34–57, 189–93.
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Needless to say, Sir Beues is not considered among the twenty-three poems
Trounce approved as fitting the tail-rhyme pattern, since the verse form
does not comply with his description and since the three-line units are
used only in the first tenth of the poem.
More recent descriptions of the tail-rhyme meter have allowed greater
variation, as does Susanna Greer Fein’s discussion of twelve-line stanza
forms in Middle English:
The earliest, most widespread type of twelve-line stanza is the tailrhyme stanza of romance (a meter also known as rime couée). In
its simplest form this stanza contains six lines rhyming aa4b3cc4b3,
with four stresses in the couplet lines and three in the b-rhyming
“tail lines,” that is, the same distinctive rhythm parodied by
Chaucer in Sir Thopas. Existing alongside the six-line form is a
more challenging variant in twelve lines rhyming
aa4 b 3 cc 4 b 3 dd4 b 3 ee 4 b 3 , an extension of the basic formula that
requires the poet to produce four tail rhymes instead of two.22
She goes on to describe further permutations, and much of her essay serves
to demonstrate the diversity of late medieval metrical forms. Even among
approved tail-rhyme romances there is considerable variation, so it is not
surprising to find a somewhat anomalous form of tail-rhyme in Sir Beues.
In the Auchinleck Manuscript, the romance begins in a renegade tailrhyme stanza in which the tail-lines contain only two, or in some cases one
stressed syllable, rather than the more typical and Trounce-approved three.
Lórdinges, hérkne† tó me tále
Is mérier †án †e ní°tingále
†at ø schel sínge
Óf a kní°t ich wíle °ow roúne
Béues a hí°te of hámtoune
Wi† oúten lésing
(Auchinleck MS 1–6)
The effect is to create at the end of every third line an enhanced pause
which defies enjambment. It would be tempting to believe that the redactor shifted to couplets after 474 lines because, after a fair trial, the anomalous tail-rhyme meter seemed an affront to the genre, but that would not
explain why an educated person, capable of testing verse before committing it to writing, would use up nearly three leaves of parchment with
double columns of unsuccessful verse.23
22Susanna Greer Fein, “Twelve-Line Stanza Forms in Middle English and the Date of
Pearl,” Speculum 72.2 (April 1997): 372.
23It is worth noting that the York Corpus Christi plays sometimes involve tail-lines with
two stresses.
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Two early- to mid-fifteenth-century manuscripts follow Auchinleck or
its equivalent in beginning in truncated tail-rhyme stanzas and switching
to couplets at exactly the same place.24 It would seem then that at least
two other scribes found the curious meter and its cessation inoffensive
enough not to bother to change it. British Museum MS Egerton 2862,
however, probably dating from the late fourteenth century, evidently
responds to some impulse toward consistency and extends the tail-lines a
few dozen lines further, and Biblioteca Nazionale MS XIII.B.29, dated
1457, follows this practice. By the late fifteenth century, consistency was
evidently a powerful enough force to provoke thorough revision. Instead
of extending the tail-rhyme stanzas, Chetham Library MS 8009 transforms the beginning into couplets, and the romance continues in that
form in all of the subsequent early print editions. The seventh medieval
manuscript, dating from the late fifteenth century, contains only a fragment from the end, which is in couplets in all redactions.25
But the most perplexing aspect of the meter change is its creation
rather than its transmission. In this matter, traditional textual analysis can
be greatly enhanced by performance-based study. Pursued in isolation, textual analysis ultimately reaches an impasse; and pursued to the exclusion of
all else, performance-based study collapses into indefinite sensibility.
Together the two approaches can provide a scaffolding to extend our
understanding of the matter. Clues to the construction of the romance may
be explored in the parallel French version, in the nodes of transformation
from tail-rhyme to couplet, in a comparison between the tail-rhyme patterns and the couplet patterns in the Auchinleck Manuscript, and in other
instances of meter change in Middle English romances. This information is
fairly unenlightening unless it is reviewed with an expectation that the
romance might have been performed. With that as a priority, the different
variants can be examined with respect to their effect in performance.26
The romance mentions a French source several times, and an early
chanson de geste in Anglo-Norman survives in two manuscripts: Bibl.
24Caius College MS 175, 131–56, and Cambridge University Library MS Ff.II.38, fols.
102v–33v.
25Trinity College MS O.2.13/IV, fols. 149r–52r.
26In subsequent references, the seven Beues manuscripts will be referred to by the following sigla (in roughly chronological order):
A: National Library of Scotland MS Adv. 19.2.1 (the Auchinleck Manuscript), 1330–40
S: British Museum MS Egerton 2862 (formerly the Sutherland Manuscript), probably end
of the fourteenth century
E: Caius College MS, early fifteenth century
N: Biblioteca Nazionale MS XIII.B.29, 1457
C: Cambridge University Library MS Ff.II.38, middle of the fifteenth century
M: Chetham Library MS 8009, late fifteenth century
T: Trinity College MS O.2.13/IV (fragment from end), late fifteenth century
Dates are from Gisela Guddat-Figge, Catalogue of Manuscripts containing Middle
English Romances (Munich: Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 1976).
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Nat. fr. nouv. acq. 4532 contains the first third of the poem, and MS Didot
contains the end. The poem consists of assonating laisses of twelve-syllable
lines, and, while this is probably not the source used by the English redactor, it is probably close. The scale of transformation varies dramatically, but
here is a typical instance of an Anglo-Norman passage and its metamorphosis into English. Beues’s mother requests that the messenger tell no
one of her nefarious scheme to have her husband murdered.
Messager, jo voil, que tu ore me afie
Ke de mon conseil ne me descoveras mie,
Ne le dirras a homme que soit en vie.
(Bibl. Nat. fr. nouv. acq. 4532, lines 47–49)27
[Messenger, I would like for you to assure me that you will not
betray my counsel in any way nor tell it to any man who is alive.]
The Middle English reads:
maseger do me surte
†at †ow nelt nou°t discure me
to no wi°t
(A 73–75)
Rather surprisingly, most of the meaning is preserved in the English
version, though it contains exactly half as many syllables. Though this is not
necessarily a pattern, it is a useful instance of three equal lines being reduced
to three shorter and unequal lines. While the diction is clearly influenced by
the French in such choices as “maseger” and “discure,” the tail-rhyme
stanza is very much an English form, so the decision to adopt that form and
the manner of structuring that form is unlikely to be influenced by a French
source. It is here that the notion of syllabic verse in opposition to accentual
verse becomes intriguing, since the redactor seems to have substituted an
accent-based pattern for a syllabic one, but the Middle English does not
follow the pattern we perceive with great regularity.
The Anglo-Norman source is equally unrevealing of a motive for
switching to couplets. In this matter the actual passages that contain that
transformation can reveal the effects of the change, whatever its motivation might have been. In the Auchinleck Manuscript, the new meter is
marked by a large capital S, and the change is clean:
beues que† saber †ow ert toblame
†e leuedi wile now do me schame
for †ine sake
boute †ow be me consaile do
27Quotations

from the French versions are from Kölbing, The Romance of Sir Beues.
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†ow mi°t now sone bringe vs bo
in meche wrake
--------------------------------------Saber beues to his hous ladde
meche of that leudi him dradde
†e leuedi out of †e tour cam
to saber †e wei °he nam
(A 469–78)28
It takes a couplet or two for a listener to get over the expectation of a tailline, but otherwise it is not a troubling change. In a performance context,
a change of this kind can energize the narrative, giving it heightened
intensity as a modulation into a new key can heighten energy at a dance.
Such an assertion cannot be substantiated from within the text, but this
performance perspective, based on extensive experience performing Middle
English texts, can effectively work in tandem with textual analysis. Evelyn
Birge Vitz, among many others, argues for the incorporation of historical
performance in studies of medieval romance, averring that “such performances may give us valuable data on the fundamental character of the performability of such works and on the options open to performers.”29
When the structure of the entire work is not physically and simultaneously present, as it is in the written text, any asymmetry created by a
change such as the Auchinleck change in meter is minimal. A listening
audience would be unlikely to remember that proportionally a tenth of the
poem was in one meter and nine tenths in another. The meter change
would be just another device for varying the poem.
This concept of aural tolerance is a pragmatic principle derived from a
performance context, but the concept is substantiated by the flexible reality
of the meters. The two meters represented in the Auchinleck Sir Beves are
internally consistent to a degree, but only to a degree. It is this potential
for variation within a meter that buffers any change from one meter to
another, damping any jarring effect on a listener. A tail-line half stanza may
approximate a couplet. Early in the poem, the Auchinleck redactor states:
Ich wile °ow tellen al to gadre
Of †at kni°t and of is fadre
sire gii
(A 7–9)
Since “gadre” and “fadre” rhyme, those two lines are established as a
rhymed pair, and “sire Gii” is tacked on more as a bob than a tail-line. The
28The line marking
29Vitz, Orality and

the meter changes are my addition.
Performance, 283.
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effect, though, of such a brief tag is to extend the previous line, so that the
perceived meter may actually be different from that indicated by the rhyme
scheme and the placement on the page. The combination of the second
and third lines in the unit produces exactly the number of stresses and very
nearly the same rhythm of one line in the Chetham Library Manuscript,
which is written entirely in couplets. Thus “Of †at kni°t and of is fadre / sire
gii” (A) is comparable to “And by his faders days, that hight sir Gye” (M).
Conversely, couplets in combination can at times create effects very
like tail-lines:
†e trompes gonne here bemes blowe
†e kni°tes riden out in arowe
& †o †e tornement be gan
†ar was samned mani aman
†e tornement to beholde
to se †e kni°tes stout and bolde
(A 3793–98)
These six lines consisting of three couplets are divided into two groups of
three by units of meaning, and thus the middle couplet is split with respect
to sentence structure. While it would be possible to continue immediately
from the third to the fourth line, a pause would not be unreasonable, and
such a pause would turn the third line into a kind of tail-line for the first two:
†e trompes gonne here bemes blowe
†e kni°tes riden out in arowe
& †o †e tornement be gan [pause]
In an oral context, line groupings are not mutually exclusive. So, while the
couplet is divided in one sense, it can still operate as a couplet because of
the rhyme connection. Thus simultaneously we may hear juxtaposed
& †o †e tornement began
†ar was samned mani aman
But the sentence is not complete there, and a tag line, this time with three
stressed syllables, is added to that, “†e tornement to behold.” Thus we have:
& †o †e tornement began
†ar was samned mani aman
†e tornement to beholde
This sounds like a complete and conventional tail-rhyme half stanza, but
the last couplet must be completed, so we have another simultaneous
grouping:
†e tornement to beholde
to se †e kni°tes stout and bolde
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In a written context, the couplets take structural precedence and
shape our perceptions of the work, but in an oral context, structural perceptions are more flexible, and allow simultaneous and overlapping groupings patterned according to different parameters, such as pitch, duration,
vowel quality, and intensity, and creating a closely interwoven texture
which enhances the drama of the tournament. Thus evidence of aural metrical flexibility, as discussed by Chatman and Tsur, survives in the earliest
English redaction of Sir Beues.
The two manuscripts following Auchinleck most closely in the meter
change can further understanding of this performative quality.
beues que† saber †ow ert toblame
†e leuedi wile now do me schame
for †ine sake
boute †ow be me consaile do
†ow mi°t now sone bringe vs bo
in meche wrake
--------------------------------------Saber beues to his hous ladde
meche of that leuedi him dradde
†e leuedi out of †e tour cam
to saber †e wei °he nam
(A 469–78)

Syr seyde Saber †(u) art to blame
Saber sayde †ou art to blame
The lady wyll do me schame
†e lady wole doo me schame
For thy sake
Al For †y sake
But †ou wylt be cou(n)sayl doo But †ou aftur counceyle do
†ou my°t soone brynge vs too
Thou mayste sone br ynge bothe two
In mechyl wrake
Jn mekull wrake
--------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------Saber †at chyld nam be †e gour(e) Saber yn to hys chambur hy lad
& he lokyd hym i(n) hys boure And of the lady he was drad
†e lady out off †e bour com
The lady owt of the towre came
Too saberys In †e wey sche nom To saber yn the wey sche name
(E)

(C)

Although the textual meter of the couplets calls for four stresses for
each line, the actualization in the Auchinleck Manuscript shows considerable variation from that. The first two couplets follow a 4-3 pattern:
Sáber béues to his hoús ládde
méche of that leúedi him drádde
†e leúdi óut of †e toúr cám
to sáber †e weí °he nám30
This is followed in A by a couplet in the more typical 4-4 pattern:
sáber °he seíde whár is béf
†at wíke treítour †at fúle †éf

30The following scansions are presented acknowledging Chatman’s observations that
1. Metrists do not agree upon the number of syllables in a given word or line;
2. Metrists do not agree upon whether a given syllable is prominent or not;
3. Metrists do not agree upon how the syllables are grouped. (103)
These principles are particularly true of Middle English verse, where we do not have the
assurance that comes with dealing with poetry in our primary language. Nonetheless, many
patterns do elicit general agreement, and there is some value in comparing ictus possibilities
in alternate versions, where scansion can provide a terminology for discussing differences. In
most cases, reasonable alternate scansions do not materially affect the argument.
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Both E and C substitute lines of four stresses each for the anomalous lines
in A. E accomplishes this in the first instance by substituting an entirely
new couplet:
Sáber †at chøld nám be †e goúr(e)
&´ he lókyd hym í(n) hys boúre
Although there are four stresses in each line here, the unstressed syllables
do not readily fall into a regular pattern, and the effect in performance, as
in A, is a drawing back and hurrying forward underscoring the uncomfortable waiting described in the passage. C accomplishes the increase to four
stresses in each line of that couplet by keeping the overall phrasing of A,
but making minor revisions to allow more regular alternation of stressed
and unstressed syllables:
Sáber øn to hys chámbur hy lád
And óf the lády hé was drád
All three manuscripts follow the same phrasing for the second couplet,
though E and C’s addition of a reference to Saber’s “in” normalizes the
number of stressed syllables. Here C sacrifices the possessive indicated in
E’s “saberys” to create a line with precisely alternating stressed and
unstressed syllables: “To sáber øn the wéy sche náme.” Effective as A may
be in an oral context, the fifteenth-century E and C already seek to normalize the meter according to textual patterns.
The metrical elasticity of the early versions of Sir Beues is particularly
evident in the brief continuation of the tail-rhyme stanzas represented by
the late fourteenth-century British Museum Egerton MS 2862, followed
closely by Biblioteca Nazionale MS XIII.B.29. Here the transition from
tail-rhyme stanzas to couplets is much more gradual. Following a six-line
stanza in consistent Beues tail-rhyme form is a stanza with the tail-lines
extended from two stressed syllables to four, rendering all the lines in that
stanza metrically equivalent to couplets, though the rhyme scheme still
follows the tail-rhyme pattern of aabccb.31 The following stanza switches
to the most typical tail-rhyme pattern, consisting of tail-lines of three
stressed syllables each. At this point the text makes the switch to couplets,
but the first line contains only three stressed syllables rather than the typical four. The redactor prepares a listening audience for the metrical shift by
training them to accept a range of metrical possibilities. The ultimate shift
to couplets is thus not utterly unprecedented, since it is immediately preceded by such diverse patterns.
31For this to work, the vowel in “held” needs to be lengthened, and this change reflects
the meaning of the passages. Such explanations for variant rhythms are frequent in the
romance, but they are difficult to illustrate in a text-based format.
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Wíth her shíp zere gón †ey lónd
†ré márchauntes gán †en foúnd
Tó †at cítee
Wíth hem †ey tóke chílde Béuoun
Fór to sélle him ín †e toún
For góld plénte
———
With séluer cheønes †éy him gørte
To léde hím †ey wére aférde
Éche héld ón him hónde
For hím to háue gréte by°éte
†ey lád him †roú°out éuery stréte
Ón his héd a roós gárlonde
———
And †eø ne mø°t nó man fønde
To bøe †e chíld of c(rí)sten kønde
So dére †ey gán him hóld
Tøl †(er) cóm a kínges stéwarde
†át was hénde and nó négarde
An tøl him †eø him sóld
--------------------------------------------The stéward wént to †e køng
And p(re)sénted hím w(yth) †e chílde
———
so °øng
†e kíng †(er) óf was glád and bløth
And †ánkyd him †(ér) of móny søth
(S)
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Wíth her shíp th(er) theí gan lónd
iií márchant(ís) gan fónd
Tó that cíte
Wíth hem thei tóke chíld Béuon
Fór to sílle him ín the toún
For gólde plénte
———
W(ith) sílu(er) cheønes thei wére bi gúrd
To léde hím thei wére a férd
Éche héld ón him hónd
For hím to háue grét bi yéte
Thei lád him thrówe éu(er)y stréte
Ón his héd a róse gárlond
———
And theí ne møght nó man fínde
To bígge th(e) chíld of crísten kønde
So dére theí him hólde
Tíl th(er) cóme the kíng(is) stéward
Thát was kønd and nó négard
And tó him theí him sólde
-----------------------------------------------The stéward wént to the køng
And p(re)séntis hím w(ith) th(at) chílde
———
yónge
The køng was th(ér) of glád and blíthe
And thánkid him mány a síthe
(N)

It is only with the late-fifteenth-century Chetham Library MS 8009
(M) that we find enough value placed on consistent meter to warrant a
thorough revision. The manuscript begins with regular couplets and continues to follow that pattern throughout.
Løstonythe lórding(ys) yf yé wilt dwéll
Of a doúghty mán I wøll you téll
Thát hathe béne in mány a stoúre
And hóldyn in Énglond hís honoúre
That hé fóre this tøme hathe béne
Bø a knøght is thát I meáne
(M)
Although more than one unstressed syllable may intervene between any
two stressed syllables, the general pattern is regular alternation of stressed
and unstressed syllables. This makes most sense in a textual context, where
simultaneous patterns are difficult to express and the many dimensions of
the human voice are absent. Lacking a vehicle for more complex interpre-
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tation, the poem follows an increasingly rigid metrical pattern as it moves
into an increasingly text-based context.
Analysis of the metrical variants among manuscripts thus provides further evidence for the theory that Sir Beues and other romances of its kind
were at one time publicly represented and were shaped by performative
values. The process of disintegration of those values provides evidence that
the romances were performed in Middle English even as it provides an
ethnographic study of the process of textualization in a particular instance.
Recognition of relics of performance in the manuscripts of Sir Beues renders numerous anomalies comprehensible and provides a tool for appreciating dimensions of the poem that cannot be realized in a strictly written
format.
Examined in isolation, the Auchinleck Manuscript’s shift from tailrhyme to couplets may seem remedial rather than an integral and desirable
aspect of the text, but there are other instances of internal meter changes
in the Auchinleck Manuscript. Guy of Warwick, which occurs just before
Sir Beues in the manuscript, adopts just the opposite of the Beues meter
shift: it begins in couplets and shifts to tail-rhyme stanzas. Roland and Vernagu, though constructed entirely in twelve-line tail-rhyme stanzas, shifts
halfway through from typically 4-4-3 stresses for each three lines to 3-3-3,
though the meter in this poem is somewhat irregular. Richard Coer de
Lion begins with two twelve-line stanzas in tail-rhyme and then switches
to couplets for the rest of the poem. Derek Pearsall and I.C. Cunningham
see this as “best explained in terms of the collaborative activity of professional hacks with access to the same exemplar.”32 But they note that meter
changes at no point correspond with changes in scribe and postulate
“rough working drafts provided by versifiers working in collaboration.”
This is a reasonable scenario, but it is important to note that, however the
manuscript was produced, consistency in meter was not a priority.
In the Auchinleck Manuscript and the other early redactions of Sir
Beues metrical consistency is not necessary to the decorum of a romance,
but by the end of the fifteenth century metrical consistency becomes
essential, and couplets become preferable. Neither the change in attitude
to consistency nor the repugnance to tail-rhyme can adequately be
explained in terms of the textual tradition, but they can be understood if
we hypothesize a shift from performance.
This theory is supported in the wild metrical variation in some of the
Middle English Corpus Christi plays, which were documentably designed
for performance. For example, in the Wakefield Creation God speaks in 44-3 tail-rhyme stanzas, the cherubim in 4-4 couplets, and Lucifer most
32Derek Pearsall and I. C. Cunningham, eds., The Auchinleck Manuscript: National
Library of Scotland Advocates’ MS 19.2.1 (London: Scolar Press, 1979).
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often in a distorted imitation of God’s tail-rhyme stanzas, usually falling a
line short or muddled in some other way. In the case of Lucifer’s variations
from regular metrical patterns, the patterns violate, not textual principles,
but patterns aurally perceived. For example, in the following stanza, the
missing line violates expectations established in an aural context:
Certys, it is a semely sight!
Syn that we ar all angels bright,
And ever in blis to be,
If that ye will behold me right,
This mastré longys to me.33
The effect, appropriately, is confusion.
These other texts indicate that metrical inconsistency is not unique to
early manuscripts of Sir Beues, but that the phenomenon is widespread
enough to deserve some attention and attempt at explanation. The transformations in the Sir Beues manuscripts are clearly enough documented to
substantiate the hypothesis that the metrical anomalies preserve values
defined in a performance context.
Carl Lindahl (1995) discusses variants among analogues of the Wife
of Bath’s Tale in terms of oral tradition. He suggests:
some books are more bookish than others. The prospect that
Gower’s Tale of Florent was read aloud does not stop it from
sounding like a book. The fact that Gawain and Ragnall was written in manuscripts does not stop it from reading like an oral performance. The Wife of Bath’s Tale falls somewhere between.
Although it employs (even as it parodies) bookish convention, it
must have been written for an audience thoroughly familiar with
oral romance.34
Murray McGillivray discusses several Middle English romances using variants to suggest memorized transmission. David Fowler similarly considers
variants in aligning some of the romances with the ballad tradition.35 Previous studies, however, have not examined metrical variants as evidence of
oral dimensions. Yet metrical analysis could help clarify some of the complexities of the oral/aural/textual continuum.
Here, then, is one instance of the sort of analysis that could be applied
to the works discussed above. An “ethnography” of the prosody of the
33David Bevington, Medieval Drama (Boston:
34Carl Lindahl, “The Oral Undertones of Late

Houghton Mifflin, 1975), 261.
Medieval Romance,” in Oral Tradition
in the Middle Ages, ed. W. F. H. Nicolaisen (Binghamton: State University of New York,
1995), 75.
35McGillivray, Memorization in the Transmission of the Middle English Romances and
David C. Fowler, A Literary History of the Popular Ballad (Durham, N.C.: Duke University
Press, 1968).
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Beues manuscripts is productive in demonstrating how consistency
becomes more important as written texts begin to function in their own
right rather than as reflections of a performance tradition. Aural elements
become less and less compelling. In performance, tail-lines are useful as a
transition from one couplet to the next, and they provide a break for both
performer and audience. In a literary text, however, couplets are more efficient, and tail-lines become trivial and extraneous.
Metrical variants in manuscripts of Sir Beues provide concrete evidence that this romance was publicly represented in some way. Furthermore, study of these variants provides a specific model for exactly how
performative elements can remain in a text and the process by which they
are eradicated. While this analysis informs our understanding of the nature
and development of Sir Beues, it also validates the use of historical performance as a tool to be used in tandem with textual analysis for exploring
and explicating the Middle English popular romances.
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